Too much data overwhelming your clinical team?

Receive a tailored extractive summary of your patient’s medical records that tells their medical story.

Trusted by over 50% of the nation’s top 100 hospitals.
Increase Quality
Patients referred for specialty care often have complex medical histories. Clinical Digest assures that the most important and relevant clinical information is brought forward. Clinicians no longer need to hunt down the important clinical information they need to treat their patients. Quality and outcomes are improved due to not missing important clinical details.

Expedite Patient Care
Greatly reducing the amount of time physicians and clinicians spend sorting through their patients records to learn about their ‘outside’ medical records expedites a first appointment. Your physicians and clinicians will have access to the pertinent details needed when developing a treatment plan in one concise, organized document.

Save Time
Clinical Digest decreases the amount of time your team spends sorting through their patient records to find the pertinent information needed to create a treatment plan. Clinicians have access to the right amount of information in an efficient format so they can assess the patient’s issues and create an appropriate treatment plan. Treatment plans can be prepared in less time prior to their patient’s first visit to make sure they have a productive appointment.

Innovative Technology
Clinical Digest is powered by a semi-automated process leveraging automated classification, natural language processing (NLP), and identification of clinical history to create a tailored extractive summary.

Increase Staff Efficiency and Satisfaction
Efficiency is improved by having access to an extractive summary of valuable information which is intelligently organized based on disease type. Each extracted element is categorized and presented in reverse chronological order with a hyperlink to the full record providing additional context. The patient’s key information is consolidated into a Clinical Digest for physician review providing your clinical team with more time to spend caring for patients.

Clinical Digest for oncology is most effective when patient has seen multiple specialties and/or has a long cancer treatment history.

Request a Demo Today.
Learn more on how Clinical Digest helps tell the medical story for your patient so you can create an appropriate plan of action.

Call 877-344-8999 or visit eHealthTechnologies.com